	
  

	
  
SAFETY PRECAUTIONS:
Lasers have the potential to permanently damage your eyesight, cause
serious injury and property damage if misused. Read and follow these
precautions when using your laser!
Before you activate the laser, ALWAYS be sure that it is pointed away
from yourself and others.
NEVER randomly aim a laser from a window, deliberately direct a
laser beam toward any aircraft (this is a federal offense in the United
States) or any motor vehicle. Always be conscious of where the laser is
pointed.
NEVER aim a laser at police or law enforcement officers as this could
be misconstrued as a laser gun sight and/or cause physical harm.
NEVER look directly at or into a laser beam or at the spot created by
the beam on any object closer than 50 feet.
NEVER direct a laser beam at or near any person or animal and/or
their eyes.
ALWAYS wear protective laser eyewear when the laser beam, its
reflection or scattered light from the beam could strike your eyes.
NEVER use a laser while under the influence of alcohol or
psychoactive drugs, or otherwise impaired or distracted in any way.
Avoid direct or indirect skin exposure.
DO NOT allow the laser beam to strike any object that is flammable or
could be damaged by energy from the beam.
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NEVER view a laser beam, its reflection or scattered light from the
beam using an optical instrument, such as a binocular, telescope or
microscope.
A laser beam can reflect off of surfaces such as a mirror, lens, watch
surface, jewelry, metallic tool, etc. Take preventative measures to
eliminate this risk.
DO NOT use the laser for entertainment, display, demonstrations or
any related use intended for public viewing (indoors or outdoors) and
ALWAYS operate the laser in accordance with federal, state and local
laws.
Observe all safety precautions with the laser that you would observe
with a loaded firearm.
NEVER store the laser with battery installed. Always store your laser
separately from the battery, out of reach of children.
DO NOT allow minors to use the laser.
Allow adults to use the laser only if they have been instructed in these
safety precautions and understand the responsibilities and risks that it
carries, and ALWAYS ensure that appropriate protective laser
eyewear is worn by all individuals exposed to laser light.
Instruct anyone else with you regarding the hazards of laser light and
make sure they understand all of these guidelines and risks before
using the laser in their presence. Also, ensure protective laser eyewear
is ALWAYS provided AND worn by all individuals in the vicinity of the
laser beam.
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